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SOURCE FLUIDS FOR THE SALTON SEA 
GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 

HARMON CRAIG 

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 
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,I B';TR ,,\CT. The proposal by Helgeso n (1968) that the source fluid for the Salton 
';,' .! 2~f)lherma l brine was interstitial connate Colorado Ri,'er wa ter in the sediments 
'; L ',:::; ~n:ed quantita tively in te rms of the dynamics of the geothermal system and 
::',L' i,(.:opic composition of the variolls waters invo!\'ccL Xeither batch nor continllous 
t';}i>Jr:,t ion processes operating on original interstitial water of present day Colorado 
lZ; l cr compo,iliol1 ca l1 produce the geothermal brine characteristics presently observecl, 
-r i'<: isvwp ic t'.-idence illllica tes that the source fluid was meteoric water cleri,'ed from 
1<. LJl prccipit:ltiol1 and circulating do,,·nward through the sediments, 

Recent work on .the isotopic and chemical relationships in the waters 
of ,he Sa lwn Sea geothermal area (Craig, 1966) has shmm that the ther-
1L.l \';a(ers of this system display a regular pattern of increasing salinity, 
[em;Jcr;]WTe, and oxygen-I8 concentration with variations that are very 
Lr;e in comparison with those previously studied (Craig, 1963). But in 
' pi :,,: of the fact that chloride concentrations vary by more than a factor 
n,· : ,'i\) , [hese 1\'aters show the characteristic "oxygen isotope shift" ob
<'.-"Cd in many other geothermal systems, that is, a progressive enrich
:::;;:: l i" ox:;gen-18 relative to local meteoric and ground ,\'aters with a 
c .. . ',;un l deuterium concentration equal to that in the meteoric waters. 

It is now rather generally a,ccepted that sllch sys tems represent a 
:.r' n [lOllS sequence oF ·waters that have exchanged oxygen isotopes with 

(: .: :,'''nates a.nd sil icates to varying. degrees; their common origin from 
i'·,r:: ) ? reci ptation is shown by the constancy of the deuterium concen
[uti'JI1 ·,,'hich remains essentially unchanged because of the small amount 
of :i\i.1rogen in rocks , Recently Clayton, l\Iuffier, and ·White (1968) have 
,hin,'n that the sub-surface sediments of the Salton Sea area show the 
e:-.:pec ted reverse oxygen isotope shift with depletion of oxygen-IS which 
h;)s enriched the circulating thermal waters, 

In hi s very detailed description of this area, Helgeson (1968) pro
po.;cs that the geothermal brines in the Salton Sea area originated from 
connate Colorado River water by an evaporative re flux mechanism in 
\\'hich hot water undergoes flash evaporation at the surface and drains 
bad, in to the SlI bsurface reservoir because the basin drainage is in terior. 
Helgeson rightly recognizes the importance of understanding the m ech
ani ,m hy \\'hi ch such geothermal brines form, and it is particularly im
portant to discover whether special .or unique processes have operated in 
e;lch su ch area, or whether, as I concluded earlier, geothermal brines 
]'(''iult from basica lly similar d ynamic circulati on patterns of surfa ce 
\,'aters descending through sediments to subterranean reservoirs (Craig, 
J£lIiG), H elgeson states that, in particular, the constant deuterium COIl

ce lltratinn in these waters does n ot l'lIle Ollt Colorado River water (which 
In'i a different deuterium concentration as it originates considerably 
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farther inland) as the source of the brine and that "flash e\-aporation of 
interstitial Colorado River water would tend to produce the isotopic 
characteristics of the brines". 

5ince Helgeson does not attempt to demonstrate quantitatively hO,I
this duplication 'I-ould occur, it is necessary to set up a model for 
demonstration purposes. Helgeson postulates a "closed system" in which 
ascending hot pore fluids reach the surface through fractures or sane! 
lenses, flash evaporate, and increase in salinity, and then recirculate back. 
to the reservoir driven by their increased density. As described, this is 
essentially a batch distillation model for a brine which can be described 
by a modified Rayleigh equation: 

A -- ,\0 = -l1c* In f (1) 
in which A = In(l + 8) where 0 is the variation in the isotope ratio 
DjH or 0'8jO'6 relative to a standard, for example, 8D = [(D j H)! 
(DjH),tctJ - 1 and is customarily expressed in per mil units. The super
script 0 designates the initial fluid at the start of the process. The para
meter c* is the single-stage enrichment, here defined as for example, 
1 - [(D j H),-apor!(D H)lir,ui<l] and similarly for oxygen-1 S- fractionation. 
The parameter n is the number of stages or theoretical plates attained in 
a multistage process, and equation (1) is actually an expansion of the 
function [(1 - c*)" - 1 J which is always valid in considering isotopic 
variations at the natural abumlance level unless n is extremely large. 

The fraction parameter f is the fraction of initial .ualer left-it is 
related to the salinity by: 

£ = 5°(1 ~ 
5(1 - 5°) 

(2) 

The mean salinity of these brines is about 250,000 ppm, so that f = 
3 X 10-"5· when the initial salinity is not too large. 

The c* factors for each isotope are function s of tempera ture; these 
functions are plotted for D and OIS in figure 1. Because multi-stage 
processes may occur, " alues for ,\ - ,\0 and In f inserted in (1) do oot 
define a temperature, but the ratio of the ,\ functions for the (\1·0 isotopes, 
which is equal to the £':~ ratios; is uniquely correlated 'I-itl! temperature 
over most of the range, as shown in figure 1. The temperature of 224°C 
at which c*(D) goes through zero is the ,,-ell-known "cross-o\-er" tem
perature for hydrogen; the oxygen iso topic species do not haye such a 
cross-over (Bottinga ane! Craig, 1968). For each isotope, 10* goes to zero 
at the critical temperature. I 

The characteristic 8 values in the ' system at hand (relati\-e to the 
5MO,\V standard, Craig, 196G) are: 

8D (~c) 80!S (;:c) 
----

Local meteoric water -75 -II 
Geothermal brine -75 +3 
Colorado River 'I'a ter --120 -16 

The oxygen shift in this system is seen to be H per mil. The inter
mediate waters varying in OIS content from meteoric \I-ater to brine are 

!-
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100 OO(84} 

BO 
20°(7.6) 

o 60~ 
'!- t-
s I 

#- Ln~ 

"":' ~! 70°(5.71 

L 

20~ 
~ 150°(3,0) 
i .' -200°(1,21 224°C 
Jt~~~2-;0~_;I;-- ---- - - -------

>-- \ '27C:::' /I (i\ 

t300C~ i"; ,-"" '-'I 

_ 2,:; L,_-'-_.-C-_'----'---L--'-----'---'----''----l.--I---'---'-...-J 
::: 4 6 8 10 12 14 o 

G *(018)%0_ 
j 1£. 1. Single·stage isotopic enrichment factors for deuterium and oxygcn-1S in 

.. ' 'lj.'(),-;tti(lIL The numbers in parentheses after the temperatures are the ratio 
. - !:., ,,.'(0'-) at that temperature. Above 224°C deuterium concentrates preferentially 
::1 ,ilL ,apor phase instead of the liquid. 

n.l[ listed, as they do not enter the calculations. (The value of Colorado 
KIH:T water assumed is extrapolated from observed "alues of about 
-.II.t, -14.5, clown the low temperature evaporation slope connecting 
Lake :\fead and Salton Sea values in fig. I of Craig, 1966, to the inter
section with the meteoric water line. This difference is not critical). 

l\ow Helgeson makes one numerical calculation, on cycling times, 
in which he flash evaporates the connate river water at ~30°C-ancl then 
goes on to state that flash evaporation will account for the isotopic com
pr)sition of the brine. It is immediately obvious that this at least cannot 
be done at 2300 because removal of steam 'will only make the river \\'ater 
dcrl'('({se in deuterium, rather than increase as required (see fig. I). This 
elfec:t is actually observed in the steam-water relationships in the Salton 
Sea \\"ells where Helges'on and I collected brine and steam (Craig, 1966, 
fi;S. 1, shows the isotopic cross-over effects). So flash e\'aporation cannot 
produce these effects anywhere near temperatures of 200 0 'where the 
deuterium fractionation vanishes and then changes sign. 

In fact, the maximum temperature at which this process can ha"e 
operated can be calculated by assuming that no oxygen isotope shift by 
exchange has occurred, so that all the 01S enrichment in the brine is 
due to evaporation. Then the ,\ enrichments in (I) are 49.9 and 19.1 
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per mil (using c* in ';;( and expressing .\ as 1000 times the decimal \-alue, 
for consistency \I'ith {) notation), with a ratio of 2.61 which corresponds 
to a process temperature of 15~FC. If "-e set n = 1, then S· = 900 ppm 
(a reasonable \'alue) but f = 2.7 X 10- 2 , that is, all but 0.27 percent 
of the water of the system has been e-aporated away as steam. This 
seems like a highly inefficient way to make geothermal brines. "\Ve can 
suppose that n = 2, requiring that in some crevices or fumarole throats 
the steam trajectory became non-adiabatic due to conducti\'e losses, and 
enough cooling took place so that condensation, and thus counter-current 
two-phase flow, oCClllTed gi\'ing us HI'O theoretical plates of separation, 
In this case f becomes 0,50, not much help, but SO is now required to 
have been 17,000 ppm, meaning that \I'e ha\'e almost a brine to begin 
with and have to account for that also, 

The values of n, f, and So are all correlated by (1) and (2); for this 
case of no exchange isotope shift anel 159::C a few values foHm\': 

n f S· (ppm) 
l.00 
1.26 
1.69 
2.00 

0.0027 
0.009 
0.030 
0.052 

-----
900 

3000 
10000 
17000 

As n increases we can e\'aporate less water for a gi\'en enrichment, but 
this requires the initial salinity to have been higher in order to achieye 
the obsen'ed salinity of the brine. It is very difficult to get more than two 
or three theoretical plates in sllch a natural process and even more 
difficult to assume an initial salinity of mQre than say 3000 ppm (Helge
son assumes 1000 ppm). (It should perhaps be stated that the kil)t,:tic 
isotope effects in water e\'aporation, which I ha\'e discus~ed elsewhere, 
are encountered only at temperatures below 100"C in open air. :\Iany 
analyses of steam and liquid in geothennal bores, separators, and large 
fumaroles haw been made, and isotopic equilibrium is ahl'ays attained 
because of the high temperature and \'apor pressure.) 

Of course an oxygen isotope shift by exchange "'ith rock has oc
curred, as demonstrated by (.-\.) the progressi\-e enrichment in O'S, at 
constant D, of waters in the system. and (B) the re\'erse oxygen shift in the 
rocks (Clayton, l\I umer, and "\ \7hi te, 1968). Helgeson (p. 162) uses the 
evidence of the reverse shift to conclude that the 0"/0",; ratio in the 
brine is depth independent; he would have to admit, then, that his 
flash evaporation process is not responsible for all the isotope enrichment 
but only part of it. Therefore. the c*(D) 'E '-"(0 15) ratio has to be greater 
than the value of 2.61 obtained abm'e. so that for the gi"en D enrichment 
of the brine relative to Colorado River water, the evaporation trajectory 
produces less 0 '8 enrichment. In table 1 are shm,'n some values of the 
parameters for oxygen shifts by exchange ranging from 0 to 9 per mil, 
the latter value corresponding to a temperature of lOO::OC for the e\'apora
tion process. All calculations are for n = one stJ.ge. The "volume loss 
ratio" shmrn is the function (1 - f)/f, the number of \'olumes of present 
brine water which have been evaporated a\\·ay. 
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\ \'e see that at high temperatures, near 159:>, the isotope separation 
:- 1,)\ \' , 50 that S· can be a reasonable value, but we have to evaporate 
,, "'.F sel'eral hundred volumes equivalent to the present value of brine, 
,~!h!' \I'e have no allowance for the oxygen shift. At lower temperatures 

TABLE I 

\ '.dlles of the evaporation process parameters for n 

T ' C f(%) Volume loss ratio S° (ppm) 

1;9" 0.27 370 900 
PI! 1.8 55 6100 
i ~I.I 5.S 16.2 18900 
!i!O 13,:) 6.4 -13000 

theoretical plate 

018 shift (%0) 

o 
4 
6.5 
9 

,lLx imum temperature for the process, corresponding to zero oxygen shift. 

,i'e separation factors are larger, and we have a reasonable isotope shift 
. ·, ·:~!ich allows a finite and reasonable ratio of water to rock), but then 
-, \d' y quickly becomes unreasonably high, already 6000 ppm higher for 
, l ,,:om pera ture drop of 200 • This is a sort of "anti-bootstrap" operation, 
,:; ';d if appears that ,re have to settle on a very closely defined temperature 
' .!l :~e of, say, 140 to 1500 to have any reasonable compromise. Even here, 
1::::' h,l\'e to evaporate of the order of 100 volumes of present brine [tII'ay 
,ii-,: dem and a fairly high initial salinity of several thousand ppm and 
.... ~;,:, high water to rock ratio in the reservoir. Increasing the value of n 
:- ',·I.; u i\·,dent w droppi ng the temperature, ,,·ith respect to the resulting 
" : >1(:5 of f and So and does not help. (A value of n less than one in this 
rGn u:xt means that osmotic loss or membrane filtration is taking place, so 
:: :! !: some ,niter is leaving the system "'ith no isotope fractionation by 

;.' ;'~,lse separation :md no salt content; there is a very real case to be made 
inr [hi ~ .. but it wiii be related elsewhere, as it cloes not correspond to the 
/ ()ces:; we are considering.) 

~{)\\' we have to ask what the meaning is of evaporating away 
hund reds of times the volume of the reserl'oir water and of requiring 
.l , 'ery ~ mall isotope shift ill the water ("'hich means a large water/rock 
I:;[io) when the water itself is only a small part of the system, dispersed 
in lhe rock rather than in a large single chamber. The " 'ater, after an, 
fi ll, the reservoir space available now, so that initially \\'e rerluire an 
infin itc amount. The meaning is that the process cannot be a batch 
di,tilbt ion in Helgeson's closed system (1968, p. 162); it must be a 
UJJ1tilillOIlS distillation in an open system "'ith continual input of new 
feed "'a ter flowing in. 

,-\t this point equation (I) is wiped Ollt aJltl the situation is much 
clearer- the isotopic composition of the l'e5erl'Oir fluid changes until it 
reaches the stcady state composition-anclthe steam el'aporating- ;m'ay has 
th e ~al11e isotopic composition as the input " 'ater supplying the rese rl'lJir. 
Th c liquid ill the rese rvoir is then one equilibrium-stage ellrichmcnt 
huor (or, morc precisely, Jl fauors) remol'ed from the input-output fluid. 
In H elueso ll's model thc input fluid is interstitial connate Color:ldo 
Ri"cr \~Ite r in thc pores of the sediments 5uITollnding the thermal hot
spot. So th e reservoir itself is always full, and th e ",,[tel' CIll e:dlibit ollly 
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a small oxygen isotope shift. The driving force for f{0\,- in to the system 
is simply the yolume loss of water by eyaporation_ 

The open system process is, in contrast to the closed system batch 
evaporation, a possible process_ It is, in fact, the process I proposed for 
the general origin of geothermal brines from normal meteoric waters of 
low salinity (Craig, 1966)_ The question remains as to the source of the 
input water_ In the actual calculation for 0t.S balance, the flux of 0 18 

into the fluid, from rock, has to be entered (the actual fluid is an oxygen
shifted river water, as it were), but "we can get the temperature directly 
from the deuterium data and the separation factors in figure I. For 
n = one stage, the process must operate at soac to produce the 51 
per mil enrichment of brine relative to Colorado River water. For 
n = two stages, the temperature can be lOocC. The maximum tempera
ture is still 159°, but this now requires n = 6. The salinity of the input 
water can have any value. But it is clearly unreasonable, unless one is 
willing to postulate some very special circumstance,. that n could ever 
be more than about 1.5 for a natural process, and since Clayton, wluffler, 
and 'White (1968) have shown temperatures were much higher, the source 
fluid cannot have been water of the isotopic composition of the present 
Colorado River. 

One final point that should be made is that, as I pointed out previ
ously (Craig, 1966), any proposed process for these geothennal fluids in 
which the source fluid has a different deuterium yalue than the brine 
requires the simultaneous operation of two coincIdences: the correct 
initial composition for the process to produce the obsen-ed brine com
position and the correct process "intensity", that is, the degree of separa
tion obtained, corresponding to number of stages or extent of a transient 
process, which will just give a final composition with the same deuterium 
concentration as the local meteoric water. 

Helgeson (1968) objects to my conclusion that the salts have bef:n 
derived from sedimen ts, because the isotopic analyses haye been made on 
"relatively few samples, most of ,,-hich were taken from surface features 
such as mud pots"_ Actually, my figure 2 (Craig, 1966) shO\,'s 17 analyses 
of which 9 are brines and associated steam. Most of the analyses are on 
other waters simply because the brines are all very similar. one to another, 
and it is the more dilute thermal waters that sho\\- the range of proper
ties from meteroic water to brine. Helgeson also states that "Craig (1966) 
claims to have documen teel a linear relation bet\\"een O L>, '0 '" and the 
logarithm of chloride concentratior)." in these waters and objects to this 
because Clayton has now founel one dilute brine sample at an inter
mediate depth which does not fit the relationship_ The relationship is 
actuallyeloubly-Iogarithmic as shO\\-n in my text ancI figure; secondly, 
Clayton's sample actually is one point compared to 17 ,,-hich fit the 
relationship over a range from 500 to more than 100,000 ppm; anel finally, 
Helgeson himself devotes a two-paragraph footnote to discussing his 
belief that this aberrant sample is the result of contamination by drilling 
fluid! 
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With respect to the actual extent of the leaching process by these 
iIHermediate waters of the system, 'White (personal commun.) has con
\ineet! me that membrane-filtration has to be seriously considered as a 
mechanism for salt concentration. The process responsible for producing 
these intermediate waters is of great importance for understanding their 
l:'::3.tionship to the end members of the system: if it is leaching, they 
rc)resent 'waters circulating downward from shallow levels toward the 
T('~en-oir; if it is membrane-filtration they represent filtered brine fluid 
miAing up and out and mixing with dilute waters in the process. It 
'.:t:1 be shown that either of these processes will produce the doubly
l:>2;:lrithmic relation I observed, and a quantitative discussion of these 
c"':::cts 'will be presented elsewhere. 
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